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THE ARTCTIC WOLF



The Arctic wolf has fur that is very white like paper so it can survive. It is a 
mammal and it is a carnivore. So it eats deer ,elk , and moose. Its 
predators are us humans. Also , it blends in with the snow so it is hard for 
predators to hunt. 

BODY  COVERING



The Arctic wolf lives in North America . It lives in Canada and lives a little 
bit in Iceland. Additionally, the arctic wolf lives in Greenland.  Also, it is 
cold in Greenland but Iceland is warm. Interestingly,  the arctic wolf lives 
very far from the United States. Last, they live by the arctic zone where it is 
cold and I mean it is freezing . 

HABITAT 

WHERE THEY LIVE 
THE GREEN 
IS WHERE 
THEY LIVE.



They live in a kingdom is a weird place it is called  pisifcly is animalia .  The place 
is the grass plains and THE TUNDRA FOREST  . It sounds weird and it is cold like it 
is Antarctica and is cool. Also, it is a good place to live in the United States so you 
guys can camp and make s’mores. Last , it is cool that the arctic wolf is one 
coolest animal to learn about so habout you can learn about the arctic wolf so 
read this if you like wolfs.

ADAPTATIONS FOR 
SURVIVAL 



Some arctic wolfs has been the best leader like a wolf he’s a brave leader. So it 
was a little hard to learn to be a leader of a whole pack of wolves. 

Also, he saved 13 wolfs on a day .  So it was a difficult day for him and he got 
shot in the day. The arctic wolf is a very good thing to the wolfs and it was a very 
good of him to save those wolfs. 

FUN, INTERESTING FACTS 



THE END


